
Christ at the Autopromotec 2017
1,651 exhibitors from 53 countries and more than 100,000 trade visitors visited
Autopromotec, which took place in Bologna between 24 and 28 May 2017. It makes it a
leading trade fair for the automotive aftermarket in Europe. Trade visitors used the
opportunity and informed themselves about the entire range of the automotive sector.

 

 

Christ Wash Systems exhibited the newest wash system technology on a 160 m² surface - for car
dealers, petrol stations and wash centres. This year, the visitors could again discover the newest
innovations regarding the roll over wash units, wash tunnels, self-service wash bay systems and water
preparation units.

The Real Car Wash Factory showed:

Roll over wash units CENTUS-T and GENIUS: CENTUS-T is the flexible roll over wash unit for
petrol stations. The model offers the highest product quality as well as reliability at an attractive
price. The very flexible system concept enables every user to find the suitable configuration.
GENIUS is a proven roll over wash unit from the Premium segment for a high wash flow rate and
with extensive equipment options It is suitable for sites with a high customer frequency as well



as for innovative operators who want to offer a special service in the market.
Wash materials SENSOFIL+, SENSOTEX+ and SENSOMIX+: Christ Wash Systems is the
only one offering a selection between three Premium wash materials with clear application
profiles.
Innovative wheel wash system WHEEL-MASTER: The wheel-master is the first wheel wash
system moving four-dimensionally, detecting the size of the wheel, and selecting the adapted
wash program for the wheel wash. Therewith it is possible to wash small wheels as well as
bigger ones (rim size up to 21") perfectly and without compromises.
Foam wall FOAM SPLASH: The special active foam equipment for roll over wash units covers
the entire vehicle with a foam blanket and ameliorates the effectiveness of the washing
chemicals. The foam application is illuminated in colours, to offer the customer a particular
show effect.
Innovative direct drive: From the Premium category on Christ roll over wash units are
equipped as standard with direct drives for brushes. Waiving a gear makes it possible to save
approx. 10 % energy. The system enables also the dynamic adaptation of the rotational speed
by means of frequency converters. It enables for example a quicker change of direction of
rotation or the spinning of the horizontal brush before the drying, to prevent water residues on
the vehicle paint.
Wash tunnel technology EVOLUTION: The system EVOLUTION offers diverse components,
innovative technologies and a highest flexibility for the best wash results in every type of wash
tunnel.
Self-service wash bay technology SKYLINE: Christ self-service wash bays are characterised
by components of high quality, well-considered detail solutions and innovative special wash
programs increasing the turnover.
XXL-BUBBLEGUN: The new XXL-Bubblegun option for the Christ wash park convinces with an
attractive foam formation and diverse applications which increase the wash result and the
average price.
Self-service vacuum cleaner DUO-TURBO: Our turbo vacuum cleaners have been optimised
and offer a higher vacuum performance than ever before. The LED stripe guarantees a
perceptible service offer in the wash centre, even by night.
Christ Car Care wash chemicals: Premium line and shop product line QUICK&BRIGHT

The quality made in Germany, the attractive and modern design, the effective plant engineering at
low operating costs, the quick work processes for a higher turnover and the ease of use are a focus
for all the products.

Contact us to find out more!

Visit Christ – The Real Car Wash Factory!
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Otto Christ AG - Wash Systems
Memminger Str. 51
87734 Benningen
Germany
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